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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement (STEVE) events occur at the end of a

prolonged substorm expansion phase. However, the connection between STEVE occurrence and substorms and the global

high-latitude ionospheric electrodynamics associated with the development of STEVE and non-STEVE substorms are not yet

well understood. The focus of this paper is to identify electrodynamics features that are unique to STEVE events through a

comprehensive analysis of ionospheric convection patterns estimated from SuperDARN plasma drift and ground-based mag-

netometer data using the Assimilative Mapping of Geospace Observations (AMGeO) procedure. Results from AMGeO are

further analyzed using principal component analysis and superposed epoch analysis for 32 STEVE and 32 non-STEVE sub-

storm events. The analysis shows that the magnitude of cross-polar cap potential drop is generally greater for STEVE events.

In contrast to non-STEVE substorms, the majority of STEVE events investigated accompany with a pronounced extension

of the dawn cell into the pre-midnight subauroral latitudes, reminiscent of the Harang reversal convection feature where the

eastward electrojet overlaps with the westward electrojet, which tends to prolong over substorm expansion and recovery phases.

This is consistent with the presence of an enhanced subauroral electric field confirmed by previous STEVE studies. The global

and localized features of high-latitude ionospheric convection associated with optical STEVE events characterized in this paper

provide important insights into cross-scale magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling mechanisms that differentiate STEVE events

from non-STEVE substorm events.
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Abstract16

Previous studies have shown that Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement (STEVE)17

events occur at the end of a prolonged substorm expansion phase. However, the connection18

between STEVE occurrence and substorms and the global high-latitude ionospheric elec-19

trodynamics associated with the development of STEVE and non-STEVE substorms are20

not yet well understood. The focus of this paper is to identify electrodynamics features21

that are unique to STEVE events through a comprehensive analysis of ionospheric convec-22

tion patterns estimated from SuperDARN plasma drift and ground-based magnetometer23

data using the Assimilative Mapping of Geospace Observations (AMGeO) procedure. Re-24

sults from AMGeO are further analyzed using principal component analysis and superposed25

epoch analysis for 32 STEVE and 32 non-STEVE substorm events. The analysis shows that26

the magnitude of cross-polar cap potential drop is generally greater for STEVE events. In27

contrast to non-STEVE substorms, the majority of STEVE events investigated accompany28

with a pronounced extension of the dawn cell into the pre-midnight subauroral latitudes,29

reminiscent of the Harang reversal convection feature where the eastward electrojet overlaps30

with the westward electrojet, which tends to prolong over substorm expansion and recov-31

ery phases. This is consistent with the presence of an enhanced subauroral electric field32

confirmed by previous STEVE studies. The global and localized features of high-latitude33

ionospheric convection associated with optical STEVE events characterized in this paper34

provide important insights into cross-scale magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling mechanisms35

that differentiate STEVE events from non-STEVE substorm events.36

Plain Language Summary37

In 2016, citizen observers introduced a mysterious subauroral phenomenon called Strong38

Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement (STEVE) to the scientific community. STEVE39

events are characterized by the presence of a thin and bright purple emission located closer40

to the horizon than the typical aurora. The focus of this paper is to quantify characteristic41

features of the global ionosphere during STEVE events, and to investigate their relationship42

to related phenomena known as substorms using a newly developed data science tool named43

Assimilative Mapping of Geospace Observation (AMGeO). In this study, using AMGeO, we44

analyze large amounts of ground-based data during 32 STEVE events as well as 32 non-45

STEVE substorm events. Findings from the study are helpful to understand differences in46

the way the magnetosphere is coupled to the ionosphere during STEVE events and non-47

STEVE substorms.48
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1 Introduction49

In 2016, a Canadian citizen scientist community of auroral photographers introduced a new50

optical ionospheric phenomenon to the scientific community. Initially referred to as proton51

arc by the citizen scientists, the optical structure has been named STEVE, a term initially52

chosen for its lack of scientific implications (Gallardo-Lacourt et al., 2019). To better reflect53

STEVE’s observed physical characteristics, the name was later converted into the backro-54

nym, standing for Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement. STEVE is typically55

observed as a dynamic, thin, westward aligned structure that has bright purple and white56

emission at subauroral latitudes, equatorward of the auroral oval. STEVE is sometimes57

accompanied by distinct green finger-like structures known as the “picket fence”. Addition-58

ally, STEVE is known to be connected to intense subauroral ion drifts (SAIDs) (Archer et59

al., 2019a; MacDonald et al., 2018). STEVE’s emission mechanism has been determined60

to be different from traditional aurora which are usually associated with energetic electron61

and ion precipitation (GallardoLacourt et al., 2018; Nishimura et al., 2019). Gillies et al.62

(2019) have used the newly deployed Transition Region Explorer (TREx) Spectrograph to63

study STEVE’s peculiar mauve emission, and found that STEVE’s spectrum corresponds64

to a continuous emission over 400-800 nm wavelengths. The altitude of STEVE’s emis-65

sion calculated using image triangulation suggests that STEVE occurs between 130-27066

km (Archer et al., 2019b; Liang et al., 2019). Taking all these properties into considera-67

tion, Harding et al. (2020) have formulated a formation mechanism for STEVE’s continuum68

emission that is distinct from commonly known auroral emission mechanisms. Thanks to69

these past work, some properties of STEVE are relatively well characterized, however the70

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling mechanisms driving these STEVE events are still not71

completely understood.72

The connection between STEVE occurrence and substorms is one of the active research73

topics in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. Previous studies have shown that STEVE74

occurs at the end of a prolonged expansion phase and that substorms without STEVE are75

more common than substorm events with STEVE (GallardoLacourt et al., 2018). This76

indicates that there are unique types of substorms that have the favorable conditions for77

STEVE to occur (GallardoLacourt et al., 2018; Nishimura et al., 2020). In particular,78

Nishimura et al. (2020) have analyzed the location of the substorm surge and found that the79

surge and the injection location rapidly shifts duskward for substorm events when STEVE80

is observed; while for non-STEVE substorms, the injection location stays around midnight.81

The authors have also reported that simulation results with the Rice Convection Model82

with an equilibrated magnetic field model show that the shifting of the injection location83

contributes to the subauroral polarization streams (SAPS) electric fields becoming narrower84

and more intense. These results reported in previous studies suggest that although STEVE85

is not produced by magnetospheric particles precipitating into the Earths upper atmosphere,86

the magnetosphere plays a critical role by creating the likely conditions for STEVE to form87

in the ionosphere.88

In this study we analyze the global high-latitude ionospheric response during substorm89

events with and without STEVE. We utilize the Assimilative Mapping of Geospace Obser-90

vations (AMGeO) (Matsuo, 2020), available as a newly developed open source data science91

research tool (AMGeO Collaboration, 2019), to combine ground-based plasma drifts from92

the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Chisham et al., 2007) and ground-93

based magnetic fields from worldwide magnetometers (Gjerloev, 2012). The DMSP SSJ94

electron precipitation data (Redmon et al., 2017) are also used to determine the conduc-95

tance. A total of 64 events over the years of 2008-2018, including 32 STEVE events from96

the study by (GallardoLacourt et al., 2018) and 32 non-STEVE substorm events identified97

in SuperMAG data base (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011), are investigated using the AMGeO98

procedure. As an example of AMGeO’s capabilities, Figure 1 shows the global ionospheric99

convection pattern estimated using AMGeO from SuperDARN line-of-sight plasma drift and100

SuperMAG ground-based magnetometer data along with in-situ measurements of electron101
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temperature, density and crosstrack ion velocity from the coincident SWARM satellite pass102

during STEVE occurring on July 25, 2016. Swarm measurements for this event are previ-103

ously presented in MacDonald et al. (2018). Elevated electron temperature, electron density104

depletion, and well-defined narrow fast westward plasma flow at peak of optical emission105

are key signatures of STEVE (Archer et al., 2019a; MacDonald et al., 2018). These key106

signatures are also present in 8 of the 32 STEVE events investigated in the study by (Archer107

et al., 2019a). Note that localized westward plasma flows associated with STEVE, reaching108

as fast as 5.5 km/s, cannot be resolved by AMGeO and that typical plasma drift speed asso-109

ciated with the usual two-cell convection is on the order of 500-1000 m/s. Instead of highly110

localized plasma flows, this study focuses on global high-latitude ionospheric electrodynam-111

ics, so the convection patterns estimated by AMGeO for 64 events are further analyzed using112

principal component analysis (PCA) to characterize global modes of convection variability113

associated with STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events. A superposed epoch analysis114

approach is also used to determine correlations of the time-varying magnitude of princi-115

pal components (PC) to solar wind parameters and geomagnetic activity indices for both116

categories of events.117

Figure 1. (Left) Global ionospheric convection pattern estimated by AMGeO, with overlays of

STEVE locations as reported by ground-based instruments and observers in the pre-midnight sector

(magenta), and Swarm A satellite track (red). (Right) Swarm A satellite in-situ measurements along

the pass on July 25, 2016 that coincides with STEVE optical emission: a.) Electron temperature;

b.) Electron number density; and c) Ion velocity (positive value is eastward flow).

The paper is structured as follows. Following a description of STEVE and non-STEVE118

substorm event selections, data sets and data analysis approaches, including assimilative119

mapping, principal component analysis and superposed epoch analysis, used in this study are120

given in Section 2, results from comparative analysis of STEVE and non-STEVE substorm121

convection patterns estimated by AMGeO are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes122

key differences between STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events identified in Section 3 as123

tables. Discussion and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6.124
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2 Data Set and Data Analysis Approach125

This section provides details pertaining to the STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events,126

data, and data analysis approaches used in this study. Section 2.1 discusses the events127

selected including the specific dates and onset times in UT for all STEVE and non-STEVE128

substorm events occurring between the years 2008 and 2018. Section 2.2 explains the as-129

similative mapping procedure and data ingested in order to generate assimilative maps of130

high-latitude ionospheric convection patters. Post analysis techniques performed, including131

principal component analysis, superposed epoch analysis, and reconstruction of electrostatic132

potential distribution, are described in Section 2.3.133

2.1 Event Selection over 2008-2018134

The 32 STEVE events investigated in this study are identified using the Time History of135

Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) and the Redline Geospace136

Observatory (REGO) groundbased AllSky Imagers (ASIs) managed by the University of137

Calgary (GallardoLacourt et al., 2018). Table 1 shows a list of these events, occurring138

between the years of 2008 and 2018. 28 of these events are previously investigated by139

GallardoLacourt et al. (2018) wherein 21 events are identified by THEMIS ASI and 7 by140

REGO ASI. The 4 additional STEVE events are identified using REGO ASI data. The start141

time of the STEVE events (as shown in Table 1), hereafter referred to as the STEVE optical142

onset, is the UT time at which STEVE is first detected in the optical data from the THEMIS143

and REGO ASIs (GallardoLacourt et al., 2018). In ASI images, STEVE optical features144

appear as its distinct long, narrow structure located equatorward of the auroral oval. One145

important aspect to consider is that STEVE optical onset time definition is limited by the146

camera field-of-view. Since STEVE is a westward moving structure, it is possible that the147

initial formation of STEVE could occur eastward of the camera field-of-view. This may148

lead to a potential time difference between STEVE’s real onset and what is defined here as149

STEVE optical onset. Nevertheless, since STEVE propagates rapidly westward this timing150

ambiguity should not significantly affect our results.151

Table 1. List of dates and UT onset times of 32 STEVE events identified optically using ASI

(GallardoLacourt et al., 2018).

Event Date STEVE Onset Event Date STEVE Onset

1 2-11-2008 9:30 17 2-20-2012 8:40
2 3-26-2008 7:20 18 9-13-2013 8:30
3 3-27-2008 3:00 19 8-21-2014 9:20
4 3-28-2008 2:00 20 9-7-2015 5:35
5 3-28-2008 7:22 21 9-11-2015 5:20
6 4-12-2008 8:00 22 2-8-2016 6:30
7 5-4-2008 8:00 23 4-17-2016 5:10
8 7-12-2008 3:40 24 7-25-2016 6:00
9 3-11-2010 6:00 25 7-29-2016 5:20
10 4-4-2010 7:20 26 8-22-2017 3:08
11 4-5-2010 5:30 27 8-24-2017 6:11
12 8-3-2010 5:40 28 9-18-2017 6:35
13 9-17-2010 7:00 29 9-27-2017 6:41
14 4-2-2011 6:47 30 3-25-2018 7:46
15 4-20-2011 8:38 31 4-10-2018 5:10
16 6-23-2011 7:00 32 7-17-2018 6:30

Event dates with top 10 greatest minimum SML values are highlighted in red
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The 32 non-STEVE substorm events are selected, using the SuperMAG substorm152

database, from the Newell and Gjerloev (2011) substorm list which covers a time range153

from 1969 to the current. Substorms that have occurred in the absence of STEVE are se-154

lected as control events so that non-STEVE substorms have the same relative month, year,155

and onset UT time as the STEVE events as indicated by dates and times for all 64 events156

listed in Tables 1-2). These STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events are both analyzed157

every 5 minutes for a 3 hour duration, including 1.5 hour prior and 1.5 hour post the onset158

time using the same data analysis approach described next.159

The mean and minimum values of SML, which is the SuperMAG version of the AL-160

index available at a 1-min cadence (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011), are also considered in the161

selection of non-STEVE substorm events. The variability in SML mean, minimum and162

standard deviation for STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events are shown in Figure 2.163

While the average of SML minimum value for STEVE events is -727 nT with a standard164

deviation of 220 nT, it is -605 nT with a standard deviation of 176 nT for non-STEVE165

substorm events. The minimum SML values for these two categories of events differ by 122166

nT on average. Both the official auroral electrojet indices or AL-index and the SuperMAG167

variation referred to as the SML-index are examined in this study. Note that there are168

several differences that exists between the two indices. For example, there is a total of 12169

ground based magnetometer stations that are used for the official auroral electrojet indices170

(AE = AU -AL), whereas over 100 magnetometer stations in collaboration with SuperMAG171

are used to derive the SuperMAG auroral electrojet indies (SME = SMU - SML) (Newell172

& Gjerloev, 2011). There is also a lack of AL-index data availability for events occurring173

in 2018. The average minimum AL-index magnitude for STEVE events, excluding events174

occurring in 2018, is -614 nT with a standard deviation of 192 nT, and the average minimum175

AL-index magnitude for non-STEVE substorms is -519 nT with a standard deviation of 268176

nT.177

The substorm onset UT times, listed in Table 2, are identified in Newell and Gjerloev178

(2011) using the satisfaction of the following SML criteria: the sharp initial SML drop179

more than 45 nT in 3 minutes and the sustained SML drop (meaning 100 nT below the180

average value for the duration of 25 minutes that starts 5 minutes after the onset). If these181

conditions are met, the substorm onset is set at the last minute before a 15 nT drop in SML182

(Newell & Gjerloev, 2011). Substorm phases have been identified by using the standard183

definition according to the AL-index’s slope (Kivelson & Russell, 1995). The growth phase184

is typically identified by the initial interval of growing AL; while later, during the expansion185

phase, AL rapidly decreases. Eventually AL reaches a minimum and then the index values186

start increasing. This period of increasing AL is usually known as the substorm recovery187

phase. An excellent example of the AL-index behaviour during substorms is presented in188

Figure 13.19 of Kivelson and Russell (1995). It is important for the reader to remember189

that, although SML index is calculated using more stations than the classical AL-index,190

both indices represent the level of disturbance in the westward auroral electroject recorded191

by magnetometers.192

2.2 Assimilative Mapping Analysis193

The AMGeO procedure is used to generate assimilative maps of high-latitude electro-194

dynamic variables by combining ground-based plasma drift and magnetic field observations195

with empirical models of ionospheric convection and aurora (Cousins & Shepherd, 2010;196

Newell et al., 2009) as described in Matsuo (2020). Assimilative maps of high-latitude elec-197

trodynamics variables including electrostatic potential (ionospheric convection), Pedersen198

and Hall conductance, and Joule heating are produced every 5 minutes for 3 hours for each199

event listed in Section 2.1. Only AMGeO maps of electrostatic potential are presented in200

this paper. These AMGeO electrostatic potential maps display equipotential contour lines,201

marking convective motion of ionospheric plasma, in the geomagnetic latitudes and geomag-202

netic local time coordinates, from 90 to 50 magnetic latitudes with geomagnetic local noon203

–6–
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Figure 2. Top: Variability in the SML-index minimum and mean values for all 32 STEVE events

(pink) and 32 non-STEVE substorm events (blue) Bottom: Histogram of SML-index minimum

values for all 32 STEVE events (pink) and 32 non-STEVE substorm events (blue).

(12) at the top and midnight (0) at the bottom. The AMGeO’s spatial resolution is 2.5204

degrees in latitude and 15 degrees in longitude. This is not high enough resolution to re-205

solve narrow westward plasma flows usually associated with STEVE events in pre-midnight206

subauroral latitudes, as shown for the SWARM ion drift (Figure 1 (c)).207

The magnetic field observations ingested to AMGeO are ground-level magnetic per-208

turbations from the SuperMAG data service which collects, standardize, and distribute209

data from more than 300 ground-based magnetometers worldwide (Gjerloev, 2012). Addi-210

tional data ingested include the line-of-sight ionospheric plasma drift observations from the211

SuperDARN (Chisham et al., 2007). Ingesting ground-based magnetometer observations212

into AMGeO requires an estimate of height-integrated ionospheric conductivity or conduc-213

tance. Following McGranaghan et al. (2016), we used an optimal interpolation approach214

to specify the Hall and Pedersen conductance. The data used for this purpose include215

pseudo conductance observations created by DMSP SSJ particle precipitation as described216

in McGranaghan et al. (2015). The conductance used for this study thus differs from the217

default conductance maps used in AMGeO, which is derived from Ovation Prime electron218

precipitation model (Newell et al., 2009).219

2.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Superposed Epoch Analysis220

To characterize global modes of variability of ionospheric convection associated with221

STEVE as well as non-STEVE substorm events, AMGeO maps of electrostatic potential are222

further analyzed using PCA. The mean convection map is first computed from assimilative223

maps generated for the 32 STEVE events, which is then subtracted from each map to224

generate residual maps. These residual maps are aggregated over time across all events and225
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Table 2. List of dates and UT onset time of 32 non-STEVE substorm events selected using the

SuperMAG substorm database (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011).

Event Date Substorm Onset Event Date Substorm Onset

1 2-11-2008 16:58 17 6-24-2011 7:09
2 3-26-2008 21:37 18 2-25-2012 11:26
3 2-11-2008 1:15 19 9-16-2013 14:46
4 3-12-2008 6:31 20 8-12-2014 20:14
5 3-18-2008 2:44 21 9-10-2015 16:29
6 3-10-2008 4:53 22 9-14-2015 15:01
7 4-6-2008 4:37 23 2-18-2016 2:56
8 3-10-2008 22:39 24 4-23-2016 21:03
9 3-29-2008 20:28 25 7-23-2016 5:01
10 3-12-2010 4:56 26 7-28-2016 4:05
11 3-20-2010 7:25 27 8-7-2017 8:18
12 4-7-2010 6:29 28 8-27-2017 15:53
13 4-8-2010 1:38 29 9-27-2017 12:14
14 9-9-2010 12:16 30 9-29-2017 11:25
15 9-15-2010 6:38 31 5-9-2018 4:26
16 4-24-2011 22:40 32 7-24-2018 5:45

Event dates with top 10 greatest minimum SML values are highlighted in red

used to compute a sample covariance that represents variability of ionospheric convection226

during STEVE events. The eigenvalue decomposition of this sample covariance matrix yields227

principal components as empirically determined eigenvectors. Each principal component is228

an independent orthogonal mode of variability from the mean. Principal components (PC)229

are ordered according to the percentage of variance that is attributed to each component.230

Once these global modes of variability of ionospheric convection are determined, the time-231

varying magnitudes of PC are computed from residual maps by linear regression, which are232

referred to as PC coefficients. The same PCA analysis steps are applied to assimilative233

maps generated for the 32 non-STEVE substorm events.234

To examine the timing of temporal variation of PC coefficients and solar wind param-235

eters and geomagnetic activity indices (including the AL-index, AU-index, IMF By and Bz236

parameters, and cross-polar cap potential), a correlation analysis and a superposed epoch237

analysis are further applied. Each time series, spanning from 1.5-hour prior to the STEVE238

optical onset (or substorm onset), to 1.5-hour post the STEVE optical onset (or substorm239

onset), is divided into quarter-hour increment bins. The center bin labeled at time zero is240

the bin in which the substorm onset time (or STEVE optical onset time) is included. The241

correlations between PC coefficients, AL-index, AU- index, IMF By/ Bz solar wind param-242

eters, and cross-polar cap potential are computed using the spearman correlation function243

from the Python SciPy library. Aurora electrojet indices (AL and AU index), and Inter-244

planetary Magnetic Fields (IMF) By and Bz obtained from OMNI database at 1-minute245

cadence are used.246

3 Data Analysis Results247

This section presents both quantitative and qualitative analysis results of AMGeO248

electrostatic potential maps obtained for 32 STEVE events and 32 non-STEVE substorm249

events as described in Section 2. These analysis results help characterize global high-latitude250

ionospheric convection features associated with STEVE events and non-STEVE substorm251

events. Section 3.1 introduces representative features of the dawn-dusk asymmetry or dawn-252

–8–
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cell extension found, in a varying degree, among individual 32 STEVE events. Differences253

in the mean convection patterns and cross-polar cap potential are evaluated between the254

two categories of events in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 the dawn-cell extension morphology255

observed in AMGeO maps is further examined in terms of the leading modes of global256

ionospheric convection variation associated with STEVE events as well as correlation of257

each mode’s amplitude with solar wind parameters, and geomagnetic indices. Section 3.4258

investigates the same for non-STEVE substorm events in order to contrast the differences in259

the ionospheric convection’s characteristic behaviors found for 32 STEVE events from those260

behaviours identified for 32 non-STEVE substorm events that occur without the presence261

of STEVE. The median PC coefficient trend, that represents a typical temporal variation262

of these modes for all 32 STEVE and 32 non-STEVE substorm events, as well as the263

electrostatic potential maps reconstructed with the PC and median PC coefficient for both264

categories of events are described in Section 3.5. In addition to typical temporal behaviors265

of leading modes, Section 3.6 further investigates the dawn-cell extension and evaluates the266

temporal trends of PC coefficients and AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for 10 individual267

STEVE and 10 non-STEVE substorm events. A case study for STEVE event occurring on268

March 26, 2008 and its comparison to a non-STEVE substorm event occurring on September269

14, 2015 are presented in Section 3.7. An overall comparison of characteristic features of270

high-latitude electrodynamics between STEVE events and non-STEVE substorm events is271

summarized in Section 4.272

3.1 Dawn-Dusk Asymmetric Ionospheric Convection Patterns Found in STEVE273

Events274

For 27 of the 32 STEVE events investigated, a strong dawn-cell extension, identified275

as the westward penetration of the dawn cell into the pre-midnight sector in the vicinity276

of subauroral latitudes, is observed in the AMGeO maps. An example of an AMGeO277

spatial distribution map displaying this strong dawn-cell extension during a STEVE event278

can be viewed in Figure 3. Four of the 32 STEVE events have displayed a weaker dawn-279

cell extension. Specific STEVE event dates that displayed a weak dawn-cell extension can280

be found in Supplemental Materials Table S1. There is a dawn-cell extension associated281

with non-STEVE substorm events (Section 3.4), however the magnitude and morphology282

differences of this feature make it distinguishable from STEVE events. It should be noted283

that in the context of this study subauroral latitudes indicate magnetic latitudes below about284

70 degrees and the term “subauroral latitudes” is not referring to the auroral boundaries285

defined by precipitating auroral particles. As noted in the introduction, AMGeO cannot286

resolve the narrow fast flows of ion drifts directly associated with STEVE. The focus is287

therefore rather on the localised convection patterns with a reminiscence to the Harang288

reversal wherein that is spatially collocated with STEVE optical emissions.289

3.2 Mean Ionospheric Convection for STEVE and non-STEVE Substorm290

Events291

The mean convection pattern is estimated for each category of events from AMGeO292

maps produced at 5-minute cadence for each 3-hour duration of all 32 STEVE and 32 non-293

STEVE substorm events. Figure 4 (a) is the mean convection pattern for STEVE events,294

with a cross-polar cap potential of 48.15 kV, and shows the dawn cell slightly extending past295

the midnight boundary into the pre-midnight sector between 75 and 65 degrees magnetic296

latitude. In comparison, Figure 4 (b) shows the mean convection pattern for non-STEVE297

substorm events. The mean convection pattern for non-STEVE substorm events is notice-298

ably weaker than the mean convection found for STEVE events, with a cross-polar cap299

potential of 39.32 kV. The extension of the dawn cell observed in the mean convection300

pattern for STEVE events is also slightly more prominent and further extending into the301

pre-midnight sector. The physical implications of this enhanced electrostatic potential dur-302

ing STEVE-events is addressed later in Section 5.303
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Figure 3. AMGeO map for STEVE event occurring on August 8th, 2017 at 5:35 UT that

displays a strong dawn-cell extension penetrating into the dusk cell, reaching past the pre-midnight

sector, near subauroral latitudes.

3.3 Global Modes of Ionospheric Convection Variability Associated with304

STEVE Events305

A strong dawn-cell extension observed in the majority of the STEVE events, as intro-306

duced in Section 3.1), is further examined in terms of the global modes of variability about307

the mean convection pattern shown in Figure 4 (a) in Section 3.2. Figure 5 displays the308

maps of the first four modes, noted here as PC1 through PC4. The map of PC1 (Figure 5309

(a)) appears to be a dawn-cell intensification mode and explains 51.6 percent of the total310

variance of the ionospheric convection assimilative maps estimated for 32 STEVE events.311

PC2 (Figure 5 (b)) also has a significant explained variance of 23.4 percent, and its two-312

cell pattern shows a dawn-cell penetrating into the dusk cell around 65 degrees magnetic313

latitude in the pre-night sector, characterizing a localized nightside dawn-cell penetrating314

mode. PC3 (Figure 5 (c)) exhibits a considerable nightside asymmetrical pattern which315

seems to correspond to a mode of variability associated with the dawn cell extending very316

far westward into and past the pre-midnight sector. PC3 is thus referred to as the dawn-cell317

extension mode or STEVE mode and has an explained variance of 7.9 percent. PC4 has low318

explained variance, contributing less than 5 percent of the overall variance in all STEVE319

events and is referred to as a weak asymmetry mode. Among these four principal com-320

ponents, PC2 and PC3 (Figure 5 (b)-(c)) are of particular interest for this study as these321

modes visually represent the westward dawn-cell extension into the pre-midnight sector.322

Superposed epoch analysis of time-varying PC coefficients and cross-polar cap potential323

is shown in the pink colored box-plots in Figure 6 over 1.5 hour prior to and 1.5 hour post324

substorm onset. Superposed epoch analysis of AL-index, AU-index, IMF By, and IMF Bz325

is included to examine the relationship of global modes of ionospheric convection evolution326

to solar wind drivers and overall substorm evolution indicated by geomagnetic indices. The327
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Figure 4. a.) Mean electrostatic potential distribution from 32 STEVE events. The cross- polar

cap potential is 48.15 kV. The maximum and minimum potential values are 25.2 kV and -23.0 kV,

respectively. b.) Mean electrostatic potential distribution produced using 32 non-STEVE substorm

events. The cross-polar cap potential was calculated to be 39.32 kV.The maximum and minimum

potential values are 18.3 kV and -21.0 kV, respectively

correlations between PC coefficients, AL-index, AU-index, IMF By, IMF Bz, and cross-328

polar cap potential are summarized in Figure 7. IMF, AL and AU are obtained from the329

NASA OMNI database. The median of PC1 coefficients changes signs from negative to330

positive close to the time of substorm onset marked by the blue vertical line at 0.0 hour331

(Figure 6 (a)). At the time of this sign change there is also an intensification observed in the332

magnitude of the dawn cell in terms of electrostatic potential values which can be visualized333

in Section 3.5 Figure 11.334

There is a significant negative correlation at -0.65 between PC1 coefficient and IMF335

By, so the changes of PC1 mode are partly attributed to the changes of IMF By. The336

median of PC2 coefficients, representing a localized nightside dawn cell penetrating mode,337

maximizes at the time of substorm onset (Figure 6 (b)). The median of PC3 STEVE mode338

coefficients also changes signs, close to the substorm onset, from negative to positive (Figure339

6 (c)). The median of PC3 coefficients reaches its maximum at 0.5 hour post substorm onset,340

corresponding to the time when the dawn-cell extends into the pre-midnight sector most.341

This coincides with the end of expansion phase and beginning of recovery phase as well as342

with the time of the STEVE optical onset, which is consistent with the STEVE onset timing343

reported in GallardoLacourt et al. (2018).344

The median magnitude of IMF By and Bz is very small and predominantly negative345

for the entire 3-hour duration of superposed epoch analysis (see Figure 6 (g)-(h)). The346

superposed epoch anlaysis of AL-index (Figure 6(e)) shows that the minimum of median AL347

at -410 nT occurs 0.5 hour after the substorm optical onset, marking the end of expansion348

phase and beginning of recovery phase. The median cross-polar cap potential is seen to349

maximize at 62.8 kV, at 0.5 hour post substorm onset in the recovery phase (Figure6 (f)).350

The cross-polar cap potential also has significant negative correlation with PC1 coefficient351

of -0.67 and with PC2 coefficient of 0.66 (Figure 7). The AL-index negatively correlates352

with PC2 coefficient at -0.53, and PC3 shows a small negative correlation of -0.28 to the353

AL index. The STEVE mode associated with the dawn-cell extension (PC3) has no other354

significant correlations, except for a slight positive correlation to IMF Bz at 0.21. This355

dawn-cell extension is found to be unrelated to IMF By, which is largely in agreement356
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with the past studies. For instance, the previous work using SuperDARN data have found357

that a typical IMF Bydependent dawndusk asymmetry is seen over the entire convection358

pattern during the substorm growth phase but during the expansion phase this asymmetry359

is confined only in the polar cap and dayside (Grocott et al., 2010).360

The average duration of the optical STEVE phenomenon in the 32 events investigated361

is found to be 1 hour with a standard deviation of 34 minutes. For the 27 STEVE events362

with a detectable strong dawn-cell extension in the pre-midnight sector, the average optical363

STEVE event duration is 1 hour 16 minutes. These are largely consistent with the STEVE364

duration of 1 hour as reported in GallardoLacourt et al. (2018). The dawn-cell extension365

found from these 27 events lasts 1 hour and 12 minutes on average, which is about the366

same duration of optical STEVE events. Note that no apparent event-by-event correlation367

is found between the durations of the dawn- cell extension and the optical STEVE event,368

even though the average durations are similar.369

3.4 Global Modes of Ionospheric Convection Variability Associated with370

Non-STEVE Substorms371

Figure 8 shows the first four leading global modes of variability for 32 non-STEVE372

substorms events. These modes represent spatially coherent variability about the mean373

convection pattern shown in Figure 4 (b). The PC maps for the non-STEVE substorm374

events are generally similar to the PC maps for STEVE events (Figure 5 (a)-(d)) with the375

exception of PC3. PC1 represents a dawn-cell intensification mode like PC1 for STEVE376

events, and has an explained variance of 46.3 percent and shows significant correlation to377

IMF By and Bz (Figure 10). PC2 has an explained variance of 25.2 percent and shows a two-378

cell spatial distribution with the dawn cell penetrating into the dusk cell in the pre-midnight379

sector in a similar fashion to the localized nightside dawn-cell penetrating mode found for380

STEVE events (Figure 8 (b)). PC3 appears to represent a dawn-cell extension mode for381

non-STEVE substorms (Figure 8 (c)), exhibiting an asymmetrical pattern associated with382

the dawn-cell westward extension into the pre-midnight sector on nightside. However, a383

close inspection of PC3 for non-STEVE substorm events, which has an explained variance384

of 7.2 percent, shows that the extent of dawn-cell extension is not as prominent as PC3 for385

STEVE events (Figure 5 (c)). PC4 has the lowest explained variance contributing about 5386

percent of overall variance in all non-STEVE substorms events and is referred to as a weak387

asymmetry mode (Figure 8 (d)).388

Superposed epoch analysis of the PC coefficients, AL-index, AU-index, IMF By and389

Bz, and cross-polar cap potential for non-STEVE substorm events are shown in the blue390

colored box-plots shown in Figure 9. The blue vertical line at 0.0 hour marks the substorm391

onset at when superposed epoch analysis is centered. PC coefficients for the substorm392

events are correlated to solar wind parameters and geomagnetic activity indices in the393

same manner as for STEVE events (Figure 10). In the superposed epoch analysis, the394

median of PC1 coefficients for 32 non-STEVE substorm events is seen to change signs from395

negative to positive around the time of substorm onset (Figure 9 (a)). The median of396

PC2 coefficients, representing a localized nightside dawn-cell penetrating mode of variation,397

maximizes slightly after time of substorm onset around 0.25 hour (Figure 9 (b)). The median398

of PC3 coefficients change signs close to the substorm onset going from negative to positive399

(Figure 9 (c)). The timing of the maximum of PC3 coefficients directly corresponds to the400

peak of dawn-cell extensions into the pre-midnight sector as confirmed in the electrostatic401

potential maps.402

The median of IMF By is very small in magnitude and predominantly positive for the403

3-hour duration of the superposed epoch analysis (Figure 9 (g)). Note that the median of404

IMF By is predominantly negative for STEVE events (Figure 6 (g)). The median IMF Bz405

varies from nearly zero at 1.5 hour prior to onset and decreases to about -3 nT at substorm406

onset followed by the slow return to zero over 1.5 hours post substorm onset (Figure 9 (h)).407
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The temporal trends of By and Bz over the 3-hour duration of superposed epoch analysis408

are generally smoother for non-STEVE substorm events in comparison to STEVE events.409

There is notable negative correlation between PC1 coefficient and IMF By (-0.62) and410

between PC1 coefficient and IMF Bz (-0.44). The AL magnitude for non-STEVE substorm411

events is smaller when compared to STEVE events. These results are consistent with the412

superposed epoch analysis of the AL-index from GallardoLacourt et al. (2018) in which413

the AL magnitude for STEVE events was observed to be higher than observed for regular414

non-STEVE substorms. The cross-polar cap potential for non-STEVE substorm events is415

also significantly weaker in magnitude across the 3-hour duration of the superposed epoch416

analysis compared to STEVE events.417

3.5 Reconstructed Ionospheric Convection Maps for STEVE and Non-STEVE418

Substorm Events419

The mean convection map, PC maps, and the median values of PC coefficients, de-420

scribed in Sections 3.2-3.4, are used to reconstruct a time series of electrostatic potential421

maps at 0.5 hour cadence over 3 hours from 1.5-hour prior through 1.5-hour post substorm422

onset time for both categories of events. The median values for PC coefficients are also423

graphed relative to substorm onset time to investigate temporal trends in global ionospheric424

convection patterns and to identify the differences between two categories of events as shown425

in Figure 11, from the top to bottom, at three key time frames at 30 minutes before and426

after as well as at time of substorm onset. These reconstructed ionospheric convection maps427

reflect typical spatiotemporal variability of convection patterns derived from the results of428

PCA and superposed epoch analysis of AMGeO maps, and provide helpful insight into the429

timing and duration of the dawn-cell extension development relative to substorm onset.430

Black contour lines are added to demarcate the boundaries of positive and negative cells in431

order to aid in the visualization of the dawn-cell extension into the pre-midnight sector.432

Prior to the substorm onset time, there is a slight westward extension of the dawn cell433

visible for both STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events (Figure 11 (top)). At this time,434

PC1-PC3 coefficients are all growing in magnitude for both STEVE and non-STEVE events.435

At substorm onset, shown in Figure 11 (middle), there is a change in the sign of PC1 and436

PC3 coefficients relating to an intensification of the dawn cell as observed in reconstructed437

electrostatic potential maps for both categories of events. The enhancement of the dawn cell438

is noticeably greater in magnitude for STEVE events compared to non-STEVE substorm439

events. Figure 11 (bottom) displays maps reconstructed at 30 minutes after substorm onset.440

The median value of PC3 coefficients peaks at this time which is the point of the greatest441

dawn-cell extension among three time frames shown in Figure 11. The dawn-cell extension442

into the pre-midnight sector for STEVE events is more pronounced more clearly extending443

into the dusk cell, whereas the dawn-cell extension for non-STEVE substorm events is444

visibly weaker in magnitude. The temporal trend of PC1 coefficients after substorm onset445

is distinctively different for STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events. For non-STEVE446

substorm events all PC coefficients, including PC1 (dashed red line,) are approaching zero447

reflecting the return of a symmetric two cell convection pattern towards the end of the448

recovery phase. For STEVE events the median values of PC2, PC3, and PC4 coefficients449

all approach or reach zero after one hour post substorm onset. However, the median of PC1450

coefficients (solid red line) continues to grow even after substorm onset, contributing to451

the prolonged dawn-dusk asymmetry on nightside visible in convection patterns for STEVE452

events.453

3.6 Dawn-cell Extension in Individual STEVE and Non-STEVE Substorm454

Events455

The dawn-cell extension is further investigated by closely evaluating the temporal trends456

of PC coefficients and AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for 10 STEVE and 10 non-457

STEVE individual substorm events that are selected based on the peak magnitude of min-458
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imum SML values (see event dates denoted in red for STEVE events in Table 1 and for459

non-STEVE substorm events in Table 2). Figure 12 shows AMGeO electrostatic potential460

maps for these 10 STEVE events at the time the greatest dawn-cell extension suggested by461

the maximum time of PC3 coefficients. A strong dawn-cell extension is visible in the pre-462

midnight sector near subauroral latitudes for 9 out of the 10 events except for the STEVE463

event occurring on February 8, 2016 (Figure 12 (f)).464

The temporal trends observed in PC coefficients of these 10 individual STEVE events465

are consistent with the overall trends seen in the median of PC coefficients for all 32 STEVE466

events (Figure 6. For these 10 events, the magnitude of PC1, which is characterized as the467

dawn-cell intensification mode in Section 3.3, exhibits a strong negative correlation with468

IMF By at -0.71 with the sign changes coinciding with changes in the IMF By orientation.469

The overall temporal evolution of PC1 coefficients for the 10 events is also related to AL and470

IMF Bz as for all 32 STEVE events (Figure 7). PC1 coefficients increase in magnitude prior471

to substorm onset during the growth phase for all 10 events, and do not approach or reach472

zero during the recovery phase for 7 out of 10 events. In addition, in 9 out of 10 events,473

there is a significant amount of dawn-dusk asymmetry with a dawn-cell extending into the474

pre-midnight sector about 1.5 hours after substorm onset, well into the recovery phase. The475

localized nightside dawn-cell penetrating mode (PC2) is also seen to increase during the476

growth phase prior to substorm onset and has some correlation with IMF Bz, IMF By and477

AL at -0.47, 034., -0.49. See Figure 7 for correlation for all 32 STEVE events. Correlation478

matrix and superposed epoch analysis for 10 STEVE events with strongest SML is provided479

in supplementary material. The peak time of PC2 coefficients for these individual events480

has a lot of variability, for 6 out of 10 events occurring in the expansion phase and for 4 of481

10 events occurring in the recovery phase. The AMGeO electrostatic potential maps at the482

time of PC2 coefficient maximum show a strong dawn-dusk asymmetry in 10 out of the 10483

events, similar to the morphology of PC2 (Figure 5 (b)) where the dawn cell is extended484

past the midnight boundary penetrating the dusk cell . The primary mode of variability485

associated with the westward extension of the dawn-cell into the pre-midnight sector is PC3486

as seen in the morphology of AMGeO electrostatic potential maps shown at the time of PC3487

coefficients’ maximum in Figure 12 (a-e, g-h). The magnitude of PC3 grows in magnitude488

prior to substorm onset for all 10 events, and continues into the recovery phase for some489

events. The PC3 coefficient peak time has some variability for individual events, but for490

the majority (7 out of 10 events) the maximum of PC3 coefficient occurs in the recovery491

phase and for the remaining events it occurs during the expansion phase. There are no492

notable temporal trends of the magnitude of PC4 that is the weak asymmetry mode, as the493

coefficients are small in magnitude and remain largely close to zero.494

There are differences and similarities between these individual STEVE events and non-495

STEVE substorm events in terms of the morphology of ionospheric convection patterns496

at the time of PC3 coefficient peak and temporal evolution of PC1-PC4 coefficients. One497

of the most notable differences is that the dawn-cell extension for non-STEVE substorm498

events is typically not as far extended into the pre-midnight sector as for STEVE events,499

more localized around midnight. It typically lasts from the growth phase through the end500

of expansion phase, fading completely by the end of expansion phase for 7 out of 10 non-501

STEVE substorm events. For these 10 non-STEVE substorm events, PC1 coefficients have502

a strong negative correlation with IMF By and IMF Bz at -0.43 and -0.53, respectively.503

See Figure 10 for correlation for all 32 non-STEVE substorm events.Correlation matrix504

and superposed epoch analysis for 10 non-STEVE substorm events with strongest SML is505

provided in supplementary material. As for 10 STEVE events, PC1 coefficients increase in506

magnitude more rapidly during the substorm onset or right after onset during the expansion507

phase for all 10 events. Unlike for STEVE events, PC1 coefficients typically approach or508

reach zero during the recovery phase, returning to a symmetrical two-cell convection patterns509

about 1.5 hours after the substorm onset during the recovery phase (7 out of 10 non-STEVE510

substorm events). PC2 coefficients increase in magnitude during the growth phase prior to511

the substorm onset and has some correlations to IMF Bz, IMF By, and AL at -0.30, 0.40, -512
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0.41. This behavior is similar between individual STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events.513

The peak time of PC2 coefficients has a lot of variability among these 10 events, occurring in514

the growth phase for 3 out of 10 events, in the expansion phase for 4 out of 10 events, and in515

the recovery phase for 3 of 10 events. The AMGeO electrostatic potential maps at the time516

of PC2 coefficient maximum show a strong dawn-dusk asymmetry in 10 out of 10 events517

in a similar fashion to STEVE events. Unlike STEVE events, the PC3 coefficients increase518

in magnitude post substorm onset for non-STEVE substorm events. The PC3 coefficient519

peak time has some variability among individual events, but for the majority (6 out of 10520

events) PC3 coefficients reaches their peak at the end of the expansion phase. For the521

remaining events, it occurs during the beginning of the recovery phase. The morphology of522

AMGeO electrostatic potential maps at the time of PC3 coefficients maximum has a dawn-523

cell extension into the pre-midnight sector in 10 out the 10 events as shown in Figure 13.524

The maximum of PC3 coefficients correlates to the maximum of dawn cell intensification525

and westward extension.It can be noted that this dawn cell extension is less pronounced526

and more diversified when compared to the dawn cell morphology observed in STEVE527

events. As for STEVE events, there is nothing notable aspects about PC4 coefficients for528

individual non-STEVE events. See Figure 9) for the overall temporal trends of the median529

PC coefficients for all 32 non-STEVE substorm events.530

3.7 Case Study Events: STEVE Event March 26, 2008 vs non-STEVE Sub-531

storm Event September 14, 2015532

Key differences in global high latitude electrodynamics between STEVE and non-533

STEVE substorm events are discussed for two specific case study events: the STEVE event534

occurred on March 26, 2008 (Figure 14) and the non-STEVE substorm event occurred on535

September 14th, 2015 (Figure 15). These events are chosen for comparison as they have536

similar SML minimum values. In addition, this STEVE event has been investigated in detail537

by Nishimura et al. (2020).538

The AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for the STEVE event on March 26th, 2008539

are shown in Figure 14, from 6:00 UT to 9:15 UT in 5-minute intervals during the STEVE540

optical event (from 7:20 UT to 8:00 UT) otherwise in 15-minute intervals, with maps at541

substorm onset at 6:30 UT as marked with a black dotted box and at STEVE optical onset542

at 7:20 UT marked with a pink dotted box. The SML minimum value for this event is -826543

nT at 7:20 UT, occurring at the end of the expansion phase and the beginning of the recovery544

phase, which is indicated by a black solid box. A slight westward extension of the dawn cell545

can be observed at 6:00 UT. As time progresses the dawn cell becomes more enhanced and546

extending further into the pre-midnight sector. The maximum of the dawn-cell extension,547

which occurs when PC3 coefficients are maximized, can be seen at 7:20 UT, which is also548

the STEVE optical onset and beginning of substorm recovery phase. After reaching the549

maximum, the magnitude of the dawn-cell extension decreases and a mostly symmetric two550

cell convection pattern can be observed 1 hour and 25 minutes into the recovery phase at551

8:45 UT.552

For comparison, the AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for the non-STEVE substorm553

event on September 14th, 2015 are shown in Figure 15 from 14:00 UT to 17:15 UT. Maps554

are displayed in 15 minute intervals from 14:00 UT through 15:00 UT prior to substorm555

onset and from 16:00 UT through 17:15 UT after substorm onset and in 5 minute intervals556

otherwise, with maps at the substorm onset (15:00 UT) marked with a black dotted box and557

at the time of SML minimum (15:40 UT) marked with a black solid box in Figure 15. The558

SML minimum value for this event is -935 nT. Here, there is also a slight and weak extension559

of the dawn cell present one hour prior to the substorm onset at 14:00 UT. The dawn cell560

extension becomes more prominent as time progresses but it is not as far extended into the561

pre-midnight sector as observed for the STEVE event in Figure 14. The maximum time of562

the dawn cell extension occurs at the PC3 coefficient maximum at 15:40 UT. After this time563

the dawn cell extension decreases and a more dawn-duck symmetric convection pattern is564
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observed approximately 50 minutes into the recovery phase of the substorm at 16:30 UT.565

In this non-STEVE substorm event, the dawn cell extension has a shorter duration than566

that observed for the STEVE event. The potential physical implications of this difference567

is addressed later in the discussion section.568

Upon a visual inspection, the westward extension of the dawn cell that is present in569

AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for the STEVE event on March 26, 2008 shows a570

resemblance in its shape and location to the westward surge reported by Nishimura et571

al. (2020) for the same STEVE event. Nishimura et al. (2020) have concluded that for572

STEVE events the intense upward field-aliened currents and substorm surge reach further573

into the dusk sector, while for non-STEVE substorms are localized at midnight (Nishimura574

et al., 2020). Both of the STEVE events included in the Nishimura et al. (2020) study are575

in fact included in the list of 32 STEVE events investigated in this study. The AMGeO576

convection patterns for March 26, 2008 and April 5, 2010 both displayed a strong dawn-cell577

extension. Qualitative similarities are observed between the westward dawn-cell extension578

and the westward substorm surge seen in results from Nishimura et al. (2020). From a579

visual comparison of AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for these two events, the dawn580

cell extension appears more prominent in the event occurring on March 26, 2008. This is581

consist with the DMSP Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SUSSI) Lyman-582

Birge-Hopfield long (LBHL) data and the results presented by Nishimura et al. (2020) in583

which the event on March 26, 2008 appears to have a more intense substorm surge than the584

event occurring on April 5, 2010.585

4 Summary of Comparisons between STEVE and non-STEVE Substorm586

Events587

This section provides four tables that summarize the data analysis results presented588

in Section 3 and compare the key differences identified between STEVE and non-STEVE589

substorm events. Table 3 explains the morphological and timing differences in the dawn cell590

extension observed in AMGeO convection maps between STEVE and non STEVE substorm591

events. In Table 4 comparisons of PCA results are summarized between both categories of592

events. Magnitude differences in cross-polar cap potential and IMF By and IMF Bz are593

discussed in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.594

Table 3. Summary of the key differences in the dawn-cell extension observed in STEVE and

non-STEVE substorm events

Dawn Cell Extension

STEVE events Non-STEVE substorm events

The dawn cell extension typically extends far-
ther into the pre-midnight sector (Sections
3.6-3.7).

The dawn cell extension is mostly not as far
extended into the pre-midnight sector, local-
ized around midnight (Sections 3.6-3.7).

Significant dawn-cell extension is present from
the growth through recovery phase for 9/10
events (Section 3.6). Typical behaviours
among 32 events are the same (Section 3.5).

Significant dawn-cell extension is present from
the growth to end of expansion phase for
7/10 events (Section 3.6). Typical behaviours
among 32 events are the same (Section 3.5).
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5 Discussion595

In Table 1 in Section 2.1 the STEVE optical onset time in UT for the 32 STEVE events596

investigated in this study are defined. It should be noted that there are some ambiguities as-597

sociated with the definition of these STEVE onset times. As reported by (GallardoLacourt598

et al., 2018), the STEVE optical onset is defined as the time when STEVE is first observed599

within the field-of-view of a ground-based auroral imager. Since STEVE is a westward mov-600

ing structure, it is possible that STEVE forms further eastward resulting in a time difference601

between the initial appearance of STEVE and its detection by an ASI. Nevertheless, STEVE602

propagates rapidly westward potentially, so discrepancies may be on the order of minutes.603

This study also utilizes the substorm onset times obtained from the SuperMAG substorm604

database for the 32 non-STEVE substorm events investigated (Table 2). The substorm605

onset times in the SuperMAG dataset are defined using the technique presented in Newell606

and Gjerloev (2011). There are different definitions of substorm onset timing depending607

on the technique or method used for substorm onset identification (e.g.,Frey et al. (2004);608

Nishimura et al. (2010); Forsyth et al. (2015)).609

Regarding the physical implications of the Harang Reversal, previous studies on iono-610

spheric convection patterns [e.g.,Grocott et al. (2010); Kamide and Kokubun (1996); Zou et611

al. (2009)] have shown a relationship between the dawn-dusk asymmetry in the electrostatic612

potential, substorms, and the formation of the Harang discontinuity or Harang reversal.613

Specifically, Grocott et al. (2010) reported that the IMF strongly governs the behaviour614

of this asymmetry during the substorm growth phase; however, this asymmetry was not615

maintained around magnetic midnight during the expansion phase. This result is consis-616

tent with our analysis of 32 substorm events without the precense of STEVE. By contrast,617

for the 32 STEVE events the asymmetric nature of the electrostatic potential pattern is618

strong even during the recovery phase, after STEVE is optically observed. As reported619

by GallardoLacourt et al. (2018), the STEVE events analyzed here do not exhibit an IMF620

dependence.621

In addition, this asymmetry has been known to be associated with the formation of622

the Harang reversal. Harang (1946) originally named it Harang discontinuity based on623

the ground-based magnetometer observations showing the directional change in magnetic624

field perturbations in the region. The Harang reversal thus corresponds to the location625

where the eastward electroject overlaps with the westward electroject and represents a626

region of converging electric fields in the nightside ionosphere at auroral latitudes. More627

broadly, the Harang reversal can be considered in terms of a convection structure where628

the two auroral electrojets overlap. This study adopts the Harang reversal definition in629

terms of ionospheric convection structure features, similarly to Ohtani et al. (2016), instead630

of its original definition based on ground magnetic disturbances. Some physical insights631

into this high-latitude ionospheric convection structure can be gained from the work by632

Gkioulidou et al. (2009). They have investigated electrodynamics involved in the Harang633

reversal’s formation and reported that the equatorward portion of the convergent electric634

fields (associated with the Harang reversal) contribute to intensify the initial poleward635

electric field in that region, producing strong westward subauroral E ×B drifts identified636

as SAPS. As previously mentioned, this study reveals that the asymmetric electrostatic637

potential patterns observed for regular substorms in absence of STEVE is mainly observed638

during the growth and expansion phase of substorm. In contrast, for the STEVE events639

studied in this paper, the asymmetric mode of variability starts to form during the substorm640

growth phase and is maintained well into the recovery phase beyond STEVE optical onset.641

Considering the results reported by Gkioulidou et al. (2009), this study’s results suggest642

that the Harang reversal is present for a longer time during STEVE events than regular643

substorms, potentially playing a role in enhancing even further westward subauroral E×B644

drifts. This mechanism could help explain the connection between STEVE and extreme645

SAIDs previously reported in Archer et al. (2019a); MacDonald et al. (2018).646
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Furthermore, a recent study by Nishimura et al. (2020) has reported on the magne-647

tospheric conditions for two STEVE events and compared to conditions found during two648

non-STEVE SAID/SAPS substorm events. Using SUSSI images from DMSP satellites, they649

have found that for STEVE events the substorm surge and intense upward field-aligned cur-650

rents, reaching into the pre-midnight dusk sector, but for non-STEVE substorms they are651

localized around midnight. Although more research is needed to clearly elucidate this, the652

electrostatic potential asymmetry identified in this study could help explain the surge’s653

fast motion reported by Nishimura et al. (2020). The two STEVE events included in the654

Nishimura et al. (2020) investigation are the March 26, 2008 and April 5, 2010 events, which655

are also investigated in this paper. The dawn-cell extensions seen in the AMGeO convection656

patterns produced for these events display qualitative similarities to the westward substorm657

surge extension reported in Nishimura et al. (2020) (see Supplementary Material Movie 1658

and Movie 2 for more information). From a comparative visual inspection of the AMGeO659

convection patterns for the STEVE events occurring on March 26, 2008 and April 5, 2010,660

the westward extension of the dawn cell appears more prominent for the event occurring661

on March 26, 2008. This is in agreement with the DMSP’s SUSSI LBHL image analysis662

presented by Nishimura et al. (2020). Physical implications of the potential connection be-663

tween the dawn-cell extension trend found in AMGeO electrostatic potential maps in this664

study and the substorm surge identified in SUSSI images in Nishimura et al. (2020) may be665

further investigated in the future; however, it should be noted that there are differences in666

terms of the data being used and the scales of interests between these studies.667

6 Conclusions668

This paper presents the first comprehensive study focusing on characteristic global-scale669

ionospheric electrodynamics associated with STEVE events and identifies key differences670

from non-STEVE substorm events. We have found distinguishing differences in the mean671

convection patterns and global modes of convection patters variability around the mean for672

these categories of events. This data-intensive STEVE study involves 192 total hours of673

5-minute assimilative mapping analysis by AMGeO. These assimilative mapping analysis of674

high-latitude ionospheric convection patterns are obtained from a large amount of Super-675

DARN plasma drift data and ground-based magnetometer data distributed by SuperMAG676

for 32 STEVE and 32 non-STEVE substorm events. The PCA, superposed epoch analysis,677

and correlation analysis are further applied to the AMGeO maps to identify key differences678

between STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events as summarized in Section 4. In general,679

our findings are consistent with the previous studies by GallardoLacourt et al. (2018) and680

Nishimura et al. (2020) suggesting that STEVE optical events occur during specific and681

unique types of substorms that are distinct from typical substorms where STEVE is not682

present.683

Main findings regarding specific differences in the global convection patterns observed684

during substorms with and without STEVE events are categorized into four main categories685

including magnitude, morphology, and timing as well as the relationship to geomagnetic686

activity parameters described below.687

Magnitude688

• A magnitude difference in cross-polar cap potential drop observed in the mean electro-689

static potential maps for STEVE and non-STEVE substorm events is about 10 kv.690

For STEVE events the magnitude is 48.15 kV compared to non-STEVE substorm691

events at 39.32 kV (Section 3.2).692

• A larger magnitude of cross-polar cap potential is present across the entire 3-hr du-693

ration of the superposed epoch analysis for STEVE events compared to non-STEVE694

substorm events (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).695

Morphology696
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• There is also a difference in the dawn-cell extension morphology between STEVE and697

non-STEVE substorm events. For the majority of the 32 STEVE events investigated698

in this study, a strong westward extension of the dawn cell, penetrating into the dusk699

cell in the pre-midnight sector near subauroral latitudes, is observed (Section 3.1).700

• A dawn cell extension is also observed in the AMGeO electrostatic potential maps701

of non-STEVE substorm events; however, the dawn cell morphology is typically not702

as far extended into the pre-midnight sector and is more localized around midnight703

(Section 3.4).704

• The spatial morphology of the dawn-cell extension mode (PC3) for STEVE events705

is significantly more pronounced and farther extending into the pre-midnight sector706

than PC3 for non-STEVE substorm events (Figure 5, Figure 8). There is a direct707

relationship observed between the maximum of PC3 coefficients and the extent of the708

dawn-cell extension in terms of magnitude and penetration depth into the dusk cell709

for both categories of events. Due to the spatial morphology differences in PC3, the710

dawn-cell extension observed at the maximum of PC3 coefficients for STEVE events711

tends to be more intense than that observed for non-STEVE substorm events (Figure712

11).713

Timing714

• Although there is variability among individual events, typically during STEVE events715

the dawn cell extension starts during the growth phase of substorm, persisting all the716

way through the recovery phase of substorm (Section 3.6). Non-STEVE substorm717

events also have variations among individual events, but for the majority of events718

the dawn cell extension is visually detected during the growth phase through the end719

of the expansion phase of substorm (Section 3.6).720

• There are also several notable differences that have been identified related to the721

timing in PC coefficients variation over the duration of STEVE and non-STEVE sub-722

storm events (Section 4 Table 4). For STEVE events, the median of PC1 coefficients723

continues to increase during the substorm recovery phase as opposed to approaching724

zero as observed for non-STEVE substorms (Figure 11). This difference in the evo-725

lution of PC1 coefficients is related to the prolonged dawn-dusk asymmetry observed726

for STEVE events.727

Relationship to Geomagnetic Activity Parameters728

• Although further investigation is required to understand physical connections between729

IMF and modes of variability of global convection patterns, notable differences have730

been observed in IMF By and IMF Bz between STEVE and non-STEVE substorm731

events. The dawn-cell extension associated with STEVE events is found largely un-732

related to IMF By, which is in agreement with the past studies. While the median733

of IMF By is mostly negative for the 3 hour duration of superposed epoch analy-734

sis for STEVE events (Figure 6 (e)), for non-STEVE substorms, IMF By is mostly735

positive (Figure 9 (e)). The temporal variation of the median of IMF Bz, reaching736

to the greatest negative value at substorm onset, is generally similar between these737

two category of events, but the variation is more distinct for non-STEVE substorms738

(Figures 6 (h) and 9 (h)).739

• The greatest minimum magnitude of the AL-index for STEVE events is -614 nT and740

the minimum AL-index for non-STEVE substorm events is found to be -519 nT (2.1.741

This result is consistent with the GallardoLacourt et al. (2018) work wherein larger742

AL values and a long-lasting expansion phase have been found to be associated with743

STEVE events. Although the mean magnitude of AL index is about 100 nT stronger744

for the STEVE events analyzed in this study, there is no clear indication that the745

strength of AL could be used to predict the likelihood of observing a stronger (or746

weaker) dawn-cell extension. As an example of this, the event study reported by747
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Nishimura et al. (2020) and presented as a case study in Section 3.7 shows one of the748

most pronounced dawn-cell westward extension, but it is not among the events with749

greatest AL minimum magnitudes.750

In summary, the global modes of high-latitude ionospheric electrodynamics associated751

with optical STEVE events characterized in this study provide an important clue to better752

understand what makes STEVE events different from other substorms, and helps to further753

unravel physical mechanisms behind these STEVE events. In addition, this investigation754

showcases the exceptional capabilities of AMGeO software when utilized as a data-mining re-755

search tool for uncovering unknown physical characteristics of high-latitude electrodynamics756

from large amounts of geospace data sets. Our future work with AMGeO includes analyzing757

different features of high-latitude electrodynamics during SAPS and SAID events by using758

previously analyzed events [e.g.,Archer et al. (2019a); Erickson et al. (2011)]; such study759

could help us understand the global ionospheric conditions that give rise to the extreme760

SAID parameters detected during STEVE events.761
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Figure 5. Maps for the first four principal components (PC) of electrostatic potential for 32

STEVE events. The total variance explained by each PC is displayed at the top of each map.
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Figure 6. Superposed epoch analysis of PC coefficients for STEVE events displayed over a 3-

hour duration centered at substorm onset (1.5 hour prior and 1.5 hour post substorm onset time)

for the first four modes (a-d). Superposed epoch analysis for AL-index (e), cross-polar cap potential

(f), and IMF By and IMF Bz (g-h) shown in the same manner as for PC coefficients.
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Figure 7. Correlation matrix of PC coefficients, AL-index, AU-index, IMF By, IMF Bz, and

cross-polar cap potential for 32 STEVE events.
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Figure 8. (a.)-(d.) PC maps for the first four principal components of electrostatic potential

from 32 non-STEVE substorm events. The explained variance ratio is displayed at the top of each

PC plot.
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Figure 9. Superposed epoch analysis for non-STEVE substorm events is shown, over a 3-hour

duration centered at substorm onset (1.5 hour prior and 1.5 hour post substorm onset time), for

PC1-PC4 coefficients (a-d), AL-index (e), cross-polar cap potential (f), and IMF By and Bz (g-h).
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Figure 10. Correlation matrix of PC coefficients, AL-index, AU-index, IMF By and Bz, and

cross-polar cap potential for 32 non-STEVE substorm events.
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Figure 11. Reconstructed electrostatic potential maps derived for 32 STEVE event (left) and

32 non-STEVE substorm events (right) and time series of median PC coefficients (center). Maps at

0.5 hour prior to substorm onset indicated by a black vertical line in the center plot of median PC

coefficients time series (top). Maps at substorm onset (middle) and maps 0.5 hour post substorm

onset (bottom) shown in the same format as the maps shown on the top.

Figure 12. AMGeO electrostatic potential maps displayed at the maximum time of dawn-cell

extension mode (PC3) for 10 STEVE events that are selected based on SML minimum values.
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Figure 13. AMGeO electrostatic potential maps displayed at the maximum time of dawn-cell

extension mode (PC3) for 10 non-STEVE substorm events that are selected based on SML minimum

values.
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Figure 14. AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for the STEVE event on March 26th 2008

displayed from 6:00 to 9:15 UT. The substorm onset for this STEVE event occurs at 6:00 UT as

marked with a black dotted box. The SML minimum is -826 nT at 7:20 UT, which is denoted

with a solid black box. The STEVE optical onset occurs at the end of the substorm expansion

phase at 7:20 UT as marked by a pink dotted box. SuperDARN plasma drift data (magenta) and

SuperMAG ground-level magnetic field date (light blue) are superimposed.
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Figure 15. AMGeO electrostatic potential maps for non-STEVE substorm event on September

14, 2015 displayed from 14:00 UT to 17:15 UT. The substorm onset is at 15:00 UT as marked

with a black dotted box. The SML minimum is -935 nT at 15:40 UT as denoted by a black solid

box. SuperDARN plasma drifts (magenta) and SuperMAG ground-level magnetic field observations

(light blue) are superimposed.
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Table 4. Summary of the key differences observed in the PCA results for STEVE and non-STEVE

substorm events

PC Coefficients and Convection Pattern Behaviors

STEVE events Non-STEVE substorm events

PC1 – Dawn-cell intensification mode
PC1 coefficients do not approach zero for
7/10 events after substorm onset, contributing
to prolonged dawn-dusk asymmetry (Section
3.6). The median of PC1 coefficients from 32
events does not approach zero after substorm
onset and continues to grow for about 1.25
hours (Section 3.5: Figure 11).

PC1 coefficients tends to approach or reach
zero at end of recovery phase for 7/10 events,
resulting in the return to a symmetrical two-
cell convection pattern (Section 3.6). The me-
dian of PC1 coefficients from 32 events ap-
proach zero after 1.5 hours post substorm on-
set (Section 3.5: Figure 11).

PC1 behaviors are related to significant dawn
cell extension seen in AMGeO electrostatic po-
tential maps lasting over 1.5 hours post sub-
storm onset in 9/10 events (Section 3.6).

PC1 behaviors are related to some dawn cell
extension seen in AMGeO electrostatic poten-
tial maps lasting over 1.5 hours post substorm
onset in 3/10 events (Section 3.6).

PC2 – Localized nightside dawn-cell penetrating mode
The peak time of PC2 coefficients vary among
10 individual events, occurring during the ex-
pansion phase for 6/10 events and in the re-
covery phase for 4/10 events (Section 3.6).

The peak time of PC2 coefficients vary consid-
erably among 10 individual events, occurring
in the growth phase for 3/10 events, in the
expansion phase for 4/10 events, and in the
recovery phase for 3/10 events (Section 3.6).

At the peak of PC2, AMGeO electrostatic po-
tential maps show strong dawn-dusk asymme-
try on nightside in 10/10 events (Section 3.6).

At the peak of PC2, AMGeO electrostatic po-
tential maps show some dawn-dusk asymme-
try on nightside in 10/10 events (Section 3.6).

PC3 – Dawn-cell extension mode
The dawn-cell extension morphological fea-
ture in PC3 is pronounced and extends into
the pre-midnight sector (Section 3.3: Figure
5(c)).

The dawn-cell extension morphological fea-
ture in PC3 extends less into the pre-midnight
sector and is less pronounced (Section 3.4:
Figure 8(c)).

PC3 coefficients start to increase prior to sub-
storm onset (Section 3.5: Figure 11, Section
3.6).

PC3 coefficients start to increase after sub-
storm onset (Section 3.5: Figure 11, Section
3.6).

The peak time of PC3 coefficients occurs dur-
ing the recovery phase for 7/10 events and in
the expansion phase for 3/10 events (Section
3.6).

The peak time of PC3 coefficients occurs in
the expansion phase for 6/10 events and in the
recovery phase for 4/10 events (Section 3.6).

PC3 behaviours are directly related to peaking
of dawn-cell extension seen in AMGeO elec-
trostatic potential maps (Section 3.5: Figure
11, Section 3.6, Section 3.7: Figure 14). AM-
GeO electrostatic potential maps at the time
of PC3 peak show strong dawn-cell extension
into the pre-midnight sector in 9/10 events
(Section 3.6: Figure 12).

PC3 coefficient behaviours are similar to those
observed during STEVE events (Section 3.5:
Figure 11). Due to the difference in PC3 mor-
phology itself the AMGeO electrostatic poten-
tial maps at the time of PC3 peak shows a less
pronounced and more diverse appearance of
the dawn-cell extension in 10/10 events (Sec-
tion 3.6:Figure 13).

PC4 – Weak asymmetry mode
PC4 does not contribute to the key differences due to its small magnitudes.
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Table 5. Summary of the key differences observed in the cross-polar cap potential for STEVE

and non-STEVE substorm events

Cross-Polar Cap Potential

STEVE events Non-STEVE substorm events

The mean electrostatic potential estimated
from all 32 STEVE events is 48.15 kV (Sec-
tion 3.2: Figure 4 (a)).

The mean electrostatic potential estimated
from all 32 non-STEVE substorm events is
39.32 kV (Section 3.2: Figure 4 (b)).

Larger magnitude of cross-polar cap poten-
tial across the 3-hour duration of superposed
epoch analysis (Section 3.3: Figure 6 (f)).

Weaker magnitude of cross-polar cap poten-
tial across the 3-hour duration of superposed
epoch analysis (Section 3.4: Figure 9 (f)).

Table 6. Summary of the key differences in IMF By and IMF Bz trends observed during STEVE

and non-STEVE substorm events

IMF By and IMF Bz

STEVE events Non-STEVE substorm events

IMF By has generally low magnitudes for 32
events, and the median value is predominantly
negative across the 3-hour duration of super-
posed epoch analysis (Section 3.3: Figure 6
(g)).

IMF By has generally low magnitudes for 32
events, and the median value is predominantly
positive across the 3-hour duration of super-
posed epoch analysis (Section 3.4: Figure 9
(g)).

The median of IMF Bz gradually decreases
from almost zero at 1.5 hours prior to onset
to about -3 nT at substorm onset and gradu-
ally grows back to -1.5 nT after 1.5 hours post
onset (Section 3.3: Figure 6 (h)). Bz temporal
variation is less defined.

The median of IMF Bz decreases from almost
zero at 1.5 hours prior to onset to about -3
nT at substorm onset at the slow rate at the
beginning and more sharply close to onset. It
grows back to nearly zero after 1.5 hours post
onset. Bz temporal variation is more defined.
(Section 3.4: Figure 9 (h)).
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Introduction The supporting information presented in this document primarily seeks

to provide supplemental information that was omitted in the main document for the

sake of brevity. In this document additional figures displaying the superposed epoch

analysis results and reconstructed electrostatic potential maps for all 32 STEVE events

centered at the STEVE optical onset time are provided as well as table providing the

specific STEVE event dates that had weak dawn cell extension observed in the global

ionospheric convection patterns produced by AMGeO. This document also contains su-

perposed epoch analysis results and correlation matrices between principal component

coefficients, geomagnetic activity indices, and solar wind parameters for 10 STEVE and

10 non-STEVE substorm events. Movies for events including the STEVE event occurring

on March 26,2008 and on April 5, 2010 and the non-STEVE substorm event occurring on

September 14, 2015 are also included.

Text S1: Description of Figure S1-S5 and Table S1 Superposed epoch analysis

of time-varying PC coefficients and cross-polar cap potential are shown in the pink col-

ored box-plots in Figure S1 shown for a 3-hour duration centered at the STEVE optical

onset. Superposed epoch analysis of AL-index, AU-index, IMF By, and IMF Bz are in-

cluded to examine the relationship of global modes of ionospheric convection evolution

to solar wind drivers and overall substorm evolution indicated by geomagnetic indices.

Figure S2 displays reconstructed electrostatic potential distribution maps and median PC

coefficients times series at three key time frames at 30 minutes before and after as well

as at time of STEVE optical onset. The superposed epoch analysis results for 10 STEVE

and 10 non-STEVE substorm events, selected based on SML minimum values, are shown
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in Figure S3 and Figure S4, respectively. The related correlation matrices for these events

are displayed in Figure S5. Table S1 provides a complete list of four STEVE event dates

that did not conform to the majority of the 32 STEVE events investigated in this study

with a weak or atypical dawn cell extension observed in AMGeO maps.

Movies showing 5-minute resolution AMGeO maps for a 3-hour duration for the STEVE

event occurring on March 26,2008 and April 5, 2010, and the non-STEVE substorm event

occurring on September 14, 2015 are also included.

Movie S1. Movie displaying 5 minute resolution AMGeO electrostatic potential distribu-

tion maps generated for case study STEVE event occurring on March 26, 2008 occurring

from 6:00 to 9:55 UT. Movie can be viewed at: DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/F3VUT

Movie S2. Movie displaying 5 minute resolution AMGeO electrostatic potential dis-

tribution maps generated for case study non-STEVE substorm event occurring April 5,

2010 from 4:00 UT to 8:25 UT. Movie can be viewed at: DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/F3VUT

Movie S3. Movie displaying 5 minute resolution AMGeO electrostatic potential dis-

tribution maps generated for case study non-STEVE substorm event occurring on

September 14, 2015 from 14:00 UT to 17:15 UT. Movie can be viewed at: DOI

10.17605/OSF.IO/F3VUT
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Figure S1. Superposed epoch analysis for all 32 STEVE events for a 3 hour duration centered

at STEVE optical onset (1.5 hour prior and 1.5 hour post STEVE optical onset time). Displays

the coefficients of the first four PCs, AL-index, AU-index, IMF By/Bz, and cross polar cap

potential.
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Figure S2. Reconstructed electrostatic potential spatial maps derived from PCA median

coefficients for 32 STEVE events and time series of PCA median coefficients for three key times

from top to bottom displays maps at 0.5 hour prior to STEVE optical onset, at the STEVE

optical onset, 0.5 hour post STEVE optical onset.
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Figure S3. Superposed epoch analysis for 10 STEVE events (events selected based on SML

minimum values) for a 3-hour duration centered at substorm onset (1.5 hour prior and 1.5 hour

post substorm onset time). Displays the coefficients of the first four PCs, AL-index, AU-index,

IMF By/Bz, and cross polar cap potential.
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Figure S4. Superposed epoch analysis for 10 non-STEVE substorm events (events selected

based on SML minimum values) for a 3-hour duration centered at substorm onset (1.5 hour prior

and 1.5 hour post substorm onset time). Displays the coefficients of the first four PCs, AL-index,

AU-index, IMF By/Bz, and cross polar cap potential.
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Figure S5. (a) Correlation matrix of PC coefficients, AL-index, AU-index, IMF By, IMF Bz,

and cross-polar cap potential for 10 STEVE events.(b) Correlation matrix of PC coefficients, AL-

index, AU-index, IMF By, IMF Bz, and cross-polar cap potential for 10 non-STEVE substorm

events.
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Table S1. List of specific STEVE event dates that had weak or idiosyncratic dawn cell

extension observed in the global ionospheric convection patterns produced by AMGeO.

Event Date STEVE Onset

1 8-03-2010 5:40
2 6-23-2011 7:15
3 9-13-2013 8:30
4 7-29-2016 5:20
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